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ABSTRACT

The basic design considerations for computer hardware and
software are reviewed, applicable not only to laboratory EXAFS
facilities, but also to synchrotron installations. Uniformity and
standardization of both hardware configurations, as well as
program packages for data collection and analysis, are heavily
emphasized. Specific recommendations are made with respect to
choice of computers, peripherals and interfaces, and also
guidelines for the development of software packages. A
description of two working computer-interfaced EXAFS facilities is
presented which can serve as prototypes for future developments.

INTRODUCTION'

The need for some kind of automation of EXAFS experiments,
as well as computerized data reduction and analysis seems hardly
worth emphasizing. Each measurement produces large amounts of
data which, in the interests of large throughput and efficiency,
must be rapidly retrieved, stored and analyzed. It became,
however, apparent quite early in our discussion that a capability
for on-line data analysis was also highly desirable (some of us
felt it was absolutely necessary). Immediately after a
measurement, one should be able to carry out at least a
preliminary analysis far enough to assess the quality of the data
and detect the presence of unwanted effects inherent in an EXAFS
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experiment (harmonic contamination, pinholes in the sample, sample
deterioration, glitches, etc.).

Having agreed upon this requirement, the hardware
configurations that we considered obviously had to include either
a mini-computer or a microprocessor. As we shall see below, such
an arrangement makes possible certain other features that were
deemed convenient or necessary (such as flexible graphics
capabilities, easily transportable storage media of general
acceptance etc.).

Within this framework, the Workshop then sought to
accomplish the following goals:

1. To identify specific features that the hardware
configuration must incorporate.

2. To formulate recommendations about specific hardware
components, based on their cost, capabilities and general
acceptance by the scientific community.

3. To define the functions that the software package must be
capable of for efficient and rapid data collection,
evaluation and analysis.

4. To outline a general philosophy to be followed in the
development of software that is powerful, flexible and easy
to use and transport from one EXAFS facility to another.

The underlying trend throughout the discussion was toward
uniformity and standardization. It was felt that with the
expected large increase in the number of EXAES facilities, both in
various laboratories and at synchrotron installations, it would be
extremely important that a general software package'exist directly
compatible (or at most, after minor and easy to implement
modifications) with all hardware configurations, well documented
and easy to use by the average experimenter with some familiarity
with small computers. This seems to place quite severe
restrictions on the choice of hardware, but with careful design of
the software and given the significant computing power of today's
mini- and micro-computers, snsiderable latitude in the hardware
configuration is possible. This will be made quite clear in the
following two sections.

The conclusions and recommendations of this Workshop are not
specific only to laboratory EXAPS facilities, but apply equally
well to synchrotron installations also. In fact, there was a
conscious effort to take into account in our discussions the
particular requirements of the latter (higher emphasis on large
throughput, users with somewhat more restricted experience with
EXAFS instrumentation and analytical methods, etc.). This picture



is expected to change with the proliferation of laboratory
facilities and the availability of many more dedicated beam lines
at the new National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven
National Laboratory. However, the need for standardization will
become even more pronounced. The mode of coexistence of
laboratory and synchrotron facilities, as perceived by this
Workshop, will be such thac simple experiments, not requiring
extreme photon fluxes, as well as exploratory experiments, will be
performed at laboratory facilities in the interests of convenience
and flexibility, whereas the synchrotron facilities will be
reserved or sophisticated, well planned experiments. It will be
extremely important under these circumstances that the synchrotron
user find essentially the same instrumentation as in his own
laboratory and the same software that he is familiar with. In
addition, he should be able to carry his data back to his
laboratory on a storage medium and under a format entirely
compatible with his computer.

In the following sections we will examine in detail the
various aspects of hardware and software configurations that the
Workshop found appropriate. In addition, we will describe two
already working computer interfaced EXAFS facilities, at Argonne
National Laboratory and Monsanto Corporation, which serve to
illustrate the application of some of the ideas expressed at this
Workshop.

COMPUTER HARDWARE

The computer hardware discussed by the Workshop included the
central computer, which is generally a mini-computer or
microprocessor based system, the peripherals needed for data
storage, graphics display of data and communication with other
computers, and the interface to the electronics which take data,
control the spectrometer and monitor or control other related
instruments and parameters (such as sample temperature, generator
current, etc.).

The general discussion of hardware attempted to define the
central or critical features to be included, describe possible
hardware configurations and the range of costs involved and
examine what standardization has occurred or is possible. To
begin a more detailed description of the hardware, the typical
configuration was broken into components including:

1. The control computer and terminal.
2. Program and data storage capability.
3. (Optional) The interface with another computer for analysis

or data storage.
4. (Optional) A graphics terminal and,
5. The interface to the electronics.



1. Central computer

In almost all cases this will be a mini-computer or a
microprocessor based system. With the possible exception of
operating in a multi-user environment, the requirements of an
EXAR5 experiment are easily met .by many computer, systems now on
the market. The only specific points that were raised by the
Workshop were that at least 64 kbytes of memory were needed and
that smaller amateur or home-based systems should be avoided, if
possible, because af difficulty with interfacing and lack of
software support. A survey of existing and planned systems
demonstrated that a de facto standardization has already taken
place, in that all but two systems were based on DEC 11 series
mini-computers or LST-11 microprocessors, running under the RT-11
operating system with foreground/background capability or the RSX-
11M time-sharing operating system. Since this is also compatible
with the existing and planned systems at SSRL and CHESS and with
most, if not all, systems proposed for the National Synchrotron
Light Source, and since, as mentioned earlier, many users will be
using both e laboratory EXAFS facility, as well as the synchrotron
radiation facilities, this seems to strongly favor standardization
to these computers.

2. Data and program storage

The minimum storage which was recommended was a dual floppy
disk drive, in which programs were stored on one diskette and data
on the other. An additional advantage of the floppy disks is that
they are relatively inexpensive and a convenient way to transfer
data and programs from one system to another. The need for
additional storage capacity will be dictated by the particular
computer configuration available to each user. If no other
computer is available or the user chooses to perform most of the
analysis on the same computer which controls the experiment, then
a substantial amount of mass storage (e.g.,' a dual hard disk
drive) will ne needed. It is also likely that many groups will
operate in an intermediate mode in which some data analysis is
done on the local computer and then transferred to a larger
computer for the final analysis and long term storage. In this
case, the storage capacity of dual floppy disks will probably be
sufficient (a single hard disk or a Winchester disk drive may be
more appropriate in certain cases).

3. The interface with another computer

If a larger computer facility is available and easily
accessible, then a high speed link for data transfer, while
optional, is highly desirable, since it allows the user the option
of data analysis and storage either on the local computer or at
the larger facility. If, however, a large computer is not
available or if only a slow link (e.g., 110 baud) is possible,



then the local computer must have increased capacity, both in
terms of memory and mass storage, as discussed above*

4. Graphics terminal

The Workshop also felt that this was an optional but highly
desirable capability to have. The ability to do enough data
analysis in an interac.-ive mode to assess the general quality of
the data in terms of signal-to-noise ratio, interference by
characteristic lines or other systematic errors is exteremely
important, if the full capability of the EXAFS technique is to be
utilized. Whether the analysis is done on the local computer or
the larger installation was again dependent on the particular
facilities available to the user, provided the preliminary
analysis could be performed shortly after the experiment. The
Workshop did seem to prefer the Tektronix 4000 series terminals
and recommended that, if possible, the graphics terminal be
separate from the control terminal of the computer. A hard copy
facility with the graphics was also desirable.

5. The interface to the electronics

The survey of existing and planned EXAFS installations
showed that there was a uniform mix of homemade interfaces, CAMAC
and NIM, with the particular choice determined by a variety of
factors, including cost, familiarity and available manpower. It
was generally felt that CAMAC should be the best system for
standardization since It is relatively easy to use and alter, and
it is also being used extensively at the national synchrotron
radiation facilities. Among its other advantages is that, by its
concept, it allows easy interfacing to a variety of instruments,
such as stepping motors, sealers, digital voltmeters, etc. On the
minus side is the fact that its cost is considerably higher than
any alternative solution.

In summary, it can be stated that the general hardware needs
for an EXAFS facility seem to be well within the current
technology. There is a wide variety of possible hardware
configurations, with the particular choice being determined by a
combination of cost, background and preference of the user and the
expertise of the available manpower to develop the facility. The
costs for the hardware can range from $5,000 to $50,000 with a
typical cost between $20,000 and $30,000. Standardization of both
the hardware and the software, not. only among the laboratory EXAFS
community, but also with the national synchrotron radiation
centers is highly desirable. The hardware components which the
Workshop recommended to be used for standardization included
DEC 11 series mini-computers or LSI-11 microprocessors, running
under RT-11 or RSX-11M operating systems, and CAMAC electronics.
Some form of graphics capability was found to be highly



desirable. Data and program transfers between facilities sbould
be most effectively carried out through floppy disks.

SOFTWARE DESIGN

There was general agreement throughout our discussion that
proper design of the software package can allow considerable
latitude in the choice of hardware components. This can be
accomplished by adopting and adhering to a certain programming
philosophy to be expanded below, with regards to program
architecture and general layout. Here are certain design goals,
which programmers must always keep in mind:

1. "Top-down" design, emphasizing convenience to the user. This
can be best accomplished with an interactive, conversational
program, which prompts for user Jnput, anticipates certain user
responses and is fool-proof with respect to the safety of the
spectrometer and integrity of the data files in storage.

2. Relative machine independence. This can be best achieved by
isolating all machine-dependent codes in low-level subroutines to
perform primitive functions. An example of this would be moving
the monochromator a prescribed number of steps. Different systems
will obviously require quite different code to implement this, but
the operation should be totally transparent to the user, i.e., the
same command should lead to the same end result, irrespective of
the hardware configuration. With this type of linkage uniformity,
the great bulk of the program will be essentially unchanged when
transporting from one facility to another, plus the user will feel
at home in any facility. This is especially important to synchro-
tron users who also have an EXAFS system in their laboratory.

3. Modularization. This is related to paragraph 2 above, but is
broader in scope. The basic thrust here is to follow structured
programming practices, making programs more readable and program
maintenance and modification easier. Ideally, the main program
should be a simple command cracker, branching to subroutines for
the actual execution of commands.

4. Avoidance of any programming "tricks" to get around standard
FORTRAN IV, such as overindexing arrays, renaming common
variables, using machine-dependent subroutine calling schemes,
etc. Jfeny of us have used these tricks in the past, thinking that
the gained efficiency would be worth the confusion. In practice,
the code becomes almost unreadable and unverifiable, even by the
programmer himself after a few months. If it becomes very
desirable to resort to such schemes, they should at least be
isolated in well-annotated subroutines which can be treated as
"black boxes".



5. The program should be "soft", making all hardware addresses,
crystal parameters, etc. easily changeable by the user.
Additionally, the user should be able to customize his own default
parameters in an initialization routine. There may or may not be
master defaults in this scheme. The idea is to make the code
flexible enough to be convenient to all users and to discourage
tinkering with the source code, unless absolutely necessary.

6. The format of all input and output files must be identical to
ensure portability of data from one facility to another. This
again, is very important for synchrotron users, who also have
EXAFS apparatus in their lab.

Certain means and ways to achieve these goals are sketched
below. This is not a complete list of programming practices to be
followed and implemented, but is does illustrate the general
programming philosophy.

Notes on human engineering;

The concensus of this Workshop was that the program to be
developed should be conversational, prompting the user for
inputs. This is certainly the best solution for a beginner user,
but it may be too slow for someone with experience. The optimum
solution (implemented in certain Operating Systems) is to prompt
for input only if the necessary parameters are not given on the
command line. An experienced user can then type ahead without
waiting for all the prompts. This would be especially convenient
on a hard-copy terminal.

Reasonable defaults should be implemented so that even a
half-alert user is safe from grave consequences. For instance,
when unreasonable parameters are entered, the program should re-
prompt with a warning message. Input parameters for scans should
be checked for consistency, disk directories should be searched to
ensure that an earlier set of data will not be overwritten, etc.
The basic goal is to make the system as foolproof as possible,
without having the user fight it all the time.

If possible, scan parameters should be storable for easy
access from within the program. Many scan setups can be quite
complicated, with more than four or five different step sizes and
integration times over various ranges of the scan. It takes long
enough to input these numbers that, they should be easy to store
and recall.

An on-line HELP facility should be considered. If it is
properly designed to give the user the right amount of
information, it can be very helpful, even with a user's guide
nearby (obviously, one should be able to use HELP without
consulting the user's guide!).



All MWE commands, scan parameter input, etc., should be
expressible in either monochromator steps, angle or energy
units. To toggle the mode in, a M3DE command should be
implemented with local override capability; for instance, if the
mode is currently degrees, an input specification "MOVE 9300 EV"
should move the spectrometer to a setting appropriate to an energy
of 9300 eV and not to an angle of 9300 degrees.

In summary, the human engineering facet of programming is to
second-guess the user's needs and ways of getting in trouble. If
most of his problems can b; anticipated (for instance, by making
sure that all commands are clearly distinct and do not look
similar), the likelihood of error should be greatly reduced. Most
of these ideas seem pretty much common sense, but we decided to
state them explicitly, as they should be always kept in mind by
the programmer.

Notes on program architecture:

The program should be modular, with the main segment being a
simple command cracker. Control should pass to the appropriate
subroutine for the actual command execution. A number of low-
level utility subroutines should handle all apparatus control and
all machine dependence should be well isolated. With this type of
modularization, the resulting program will be much more readable
and easy to update. Overlaying the program will likewise be quite
straightforward. The isolation of all machine dependence in well
defined segments will ensure portability among EXAFS facilities.

The modularization of code into a command cracker and called
subroutines has one additional and very important advantage, in
light of the fact that the software package will probably be
developed as a collective effort by many scientists: In
principle, all that will be necessary to add a new function
amounts to the addition of a few statements to the main program
and the linkage of the new subroutinesj with no (or, at worst,
minor) modification of the existing code. In addition, any
changes and upgrading can be documented quite conveniently.

THE ARGONNE EXAFS FACILITY

The Argonne National Laboratory EXAFS facility, in its
current state, is the culmination of four years of intensive
development. During this period the facility has undergone many
changes and upgrades and much has been learned about its operation
and ways of improving its performance. Here, we will only
concentrate on the automation and data collection and analysis
software developed since the facility became operational.

The initial spectrometer was interfaced to an INTEL IMSAI
8080 microprocessor equipped with a single floppy disk drive and a



Tektronix 2648A graphics terminal with a 4632 hard copy unit. The
interface included provisions to operate a stepping motor
controller, service a sealer and actuate a pneumatic cylinder to
move the sample in and out of the x-ray beam.

The major drawback of this system was the almost complete
lack of software support. The Disk Operating System was very
primitive and the only utility programs available were a
Peripheral Interchange Program (PIP), an Image Transfer Program
between floppy disk and memory, an Assembler and a stripped-down
version of a FORTRAN IV compiler without any library functions.
Therefore, other Chan straight data acquisition and minor
corrections, no further data analysis could be carried out on-
line. The data file had to be transferred to the central IBM
370/175 computer via a slow (110 baud) link for processing*

When a second EXAFS spectrometer was installed on a newly
aquired rotating anode x-ray generator, a second automation system
was put together, much more primitive than the first. This one
employed a multichannel sealer and a number of pulse generators
properly daisy-chained to provide pulses for the stepping motor
and MCS advance. At the end of each run, the MCS memory was
dumped on cards and subsequently read inco the IBM 370/175 for
processing. The shortcomings of this mode of data acquisition
became apparent very soon arid it was decided that a major
improvement was necessary in the interests of adequate throughput,
convenience and reliability.

The current EXAES facility employs a DEC LSI-11
microprocessor with 64 kbytes of memory, a dual 5 Mbyte hard disk
drive, paper tape reader punch, line printer, X-Y scope and
plotter. A general purpose interface was built, featuring a 16
channel, 12 bit D/A converter, 16 TTL input and output ports with
interrupt capability and two sealer service ports (the sealers can
be reset, started, stopped, read, etc.), also with interrupt
capability. This interface is currently connected to drive the
stepping motor controller, service the two sealers, operate the X-
Y scope and plotter and adjust the current of the x-ray generator
and the set point of the sample cryostat. Many additional func-
tions can be accomplished through this interface, as they become
necessary, such as added stepping motor controls, safety
interlocks, etc.

Perhaps the most important advantage of this new system is
the powerful RT-11 foreground/background Operating System, with a
comprehensive set of sophisticated utility programs. Particularly
valuable is the FORTRAN package available, with an extensive
arithmetic and utility library, overlay and interrupt capability
and the possibility of intermingling FORTRAN and assembly language
subroutines in the same program. FORTRAN, rather than BASIC, was
chosen, being a much more sophisticated computational language and



one "Mch everybody is familiar with to a lesser or greater
degree.

A fairly comprehensive EXAFS software package has been
developed for data acquisition and analysis. Its architecture
complies quite closely with the programming guidelines set forth
in the preceding sections of this report, hence it can serve as a
starting point for future development of a universal EXAFS
software package.

The program consists of a root segment and called
subroutines which can overlay each other, since the vast majority
of them do not have'to be coresident in core. This scheme affords
unlimited expansion capabilities. The root segment (main program)
is a simple command cracker and skip chain that passes control to
the. appropriate subroutine. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the
operation. Nota that the addition of new functions to the program
entails only the addition of new links to the skip chain and
linkage of the new subroutines, without further modifications of
the existing code.

The command interceptor and interpreter is programmed to
display the contents of two display arrays on the X-Y scope at all
times. These arrays can be filled with any of the functions that
need be displayed during operation (u vs. E during data acqui-
sition, the EXAFS spectrum vs. k or the Fourier transform vs. R
during analysis). For the program to be interactive, it should
spend most of the time within the command interceptor code. This,
of course, is the case during data analysis, since these commands
take but a few secnds to execute. In order to accomplish this
during data collection, which can take hours, the following
construction was adopted: Upon receipt of a scan command, the
instrument is readied, moved to the beginning of the scan range
and the sealers started. The program then jumps into the command
interceptor code and displays the data already collected (at this
point, no data are available yet). When the reference sealer
overflows, an interrupt is activated and the program automatically
enters an interrupt service routine, which reads the sealers,
computes and stores the measured data point, updates the display,
i.oves the spectrometer to the next point and returns. A flow
diagram of the interrupt service routine is shown in Fig. 2.

With this scheme, the program always displays the data
collected thus far, at the same time being able to accept and
process user input. An unsuccessul scan can be aborted very
conveniently in this manner, while still under program control.

At the present time, our software can perform a wide variety
of tasks. A number of utility operations are available to move
the spectrometer, change the set point of the sample cryostat,
etc. The data acquisition routines allow sufficient latitude in



the choice of scan parameters, generator control and data
display. The analysis routines can perform background
subtraction, computation of the EXAFS spectrum, Fourier transforms
and filtering and data smoothing. A number of input/output
routines can print, plot, save or retrieve any of t^e data arrays,
automatically including the date and time and an optional user-
chosen title. Finally, a simulation routine is available to
compute EXAFS spectra of selected atomic models with up to nine
atomic shells. Currently under development is a nonlinear least
squares proce ure, which will allow refinement of selected
parameters of a model, with the capability of imposing constraints
on the solution.

- -THE >ONSANTO EXAFS FACILITY

The Monsanto "in house" EXAFS system will use a HP 9825S
computer, Interfaced to a HP 6942A Multiprogr.-"nmer for data
acquisition and for control of the sample environment. Data
reduction will share the facilities of a PDP 11/34A computer,
operating under the RSX-1'IM Operating System.

The EXAFS data reduction and analysis software will be
written in standard ANSI FORTRAN IV and will incorporate a
Tektronix 4025 graphics terminal for fast inspection of the
data. Hard copy output initially will be through a Versatec
Printer/Plotter. Communication between the HP 9825S and the PDP-
11/ 34A will take place via a RS232 interface.

The HP 9825S computer is programmed in HPL, an easy to
learn, powerful interpreter language, similar to an extended
version of BASIC. The computer has 23 kbytes of user random
access memory and approximately 43 kbytes of read-only memory,
containing the system monitor and the HPL interpreter. A special
"live" keyboard feature simplifies data acquisition/control type
program development by allowing any variable to be examined or
modified while a program is running. Program modifications are
very easy to implement and all statements are checked for syntax
errors as they are entered.

The HP 6942A Mjltiprogrammer serves as' an intelligent I/O
device able to store and execute a series of commands that control
the operation of up to sixtean user selected cards. The system
has a real time clock and also memory, which may be used to buffer
high-speed input/output operations.

The Maltiprogrammer is interfaced to the controlling
computer via a HP-IB (IEEE-488) interface bus. The monitors of
some DEC-11 and HP-1000 computer systems have IEEE-488 drivers
available, which can be called from FORTRAN programs. However,
controlling the Multiprogrammer with FORTRAN code is not quite as
convenient or as fast as with HPL running on the HP 9825S
computer.



The Multiprogrammer unit in our system is currently set up
with 16 bit digital input, output, interrupt, memory and
programmable stepping motor controller circuit cards, as shown in
Fig. 3. Additional custom logic will be added later to control
the X-ray generator, service the counters and drive the display
scope. This circuitry will be on breadboard cards which plug into
the ttiltiprogrammer and use power from it.
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